
Plaster and paint - We will begin by addressing the sanctuary and nave space
of our church (the parts that most people see every week). We will repair the
falling plaster and flaking paint coming from our church ceiling. As with your
home, flaking plaster and bulging paint indicate larger, more complex
problems underneath. Keeping elements of the current color scheme, we will
reimagine the columns and sanctuary space to appropriately emphasize this
historic building’s architecture. 

Stained Glass - With scaffolding already in place for plaster repair and paint,
we will fully restore the beautiful stained glass that illuminates our church.
Handmade with lead joints, the worn-out leading is causing the window joints
to bulge. This means they will soon fail. Over the coming weeks, Conrad
Schmitt (a nationally recognized restoration company) will remove specific
windows to assess the extent of damage and fully estimate repair costs. 

Sacristy - We will repair the sacristy, the space behind the altar where we
prepare for each worship service. This project began in 2015, but its
completion was delayed (first by the pandemic, and then by the needs of the
bell tower). Broken doors and drawers, exposed wiring and HVAC ducts, and
stained carpet and tile, all detract from the priests’ capacity to use this space
as it is intended: it is a place of spiritual preparation for the Mass. One-third of
the Sacristy repair cost has already been funded by generous donors. We will
address decades of inattention while salvaging various historical elements - all
to make it a suitably prayerful and practical space for sacramental ministry. 

    For over two hundred years, Catholics in greater Cincinnati have worshipped on this
ground. In each generation, the people of our parish community have supported the
necessary maintenance, repair, and renovation of this sacred space dedicated to inward
reflection and outward action. Over the last decade, we have addressed underlying structural
issues and repaired our outer church. It is finally time to attend to our church’s interior.
Beginning May 1, 2023, and finishing Nov. 1, 2023, we will perform repairs and renovations
that are necessary and long overdue. 
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Each of these projects are phased to begin over the coming six months. Funding has not been
secured, and we will begin a capital campaign in late January. Through a parish assessment
process conducted by Transforming Christian Ministries, Inc., we are confident that we will be
able to achieve our fundraising goal. More details of this project will be forthcoming in
January.
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Sanctuary - We will restore elements of the original worship space by
returning the tabernacle to the center. In his letter, Desiderio Desideravi, the
Pope names the importance of the liturgy and the centrality of the Eucharist
as being the key elements of our Christian and Catholic formation. St. Xavier
Church is designed to draw our attention to the center of the church, where
the Eucharist used to lay in repose. We are returning the Eucharist to its
central position. While this move adds almost nothing to the financial costs of
this project, it will add dramatically to the way that we worship here at St. X.
Returning the tabernacle to the center restores the heart of our faith to the
center of our worship space. We also intend to make additions to the space of
the sanctuary, creating a place of reflection and reverence for parishioners to
sit or kneel in adoration of the Eucharist at any time. The sanctuary will
become a space of reverence and devotion for all. 

During the time of restoration, due to the extensive use of scaffolding, the upper church will
be unavailable for worship. From May 1 through November 1, all masses will move to the
Parish Center. This will be a time of transition and change, but we trust that the Holy Spirit,
which has brought us this far, will see us through to the end. With your help, this church which
has served generations of Catholics in the greater Cincinnati area, will continue to be a center
of worship and ministry for generations to come. 

Much peace and all good,

Fr. Paul Lickteig, SJ
Pastor


